Step by Step guide: First Impressions
With SAP Crystal Solutions
Create any report you can imagine
Crystal Reports is designed to produce the report you want from virtually any data source. Built-in report experts guide you step by step through building reports and completing common reporting tasks. Formulas, cross-tabs, subreports, and conditional formatting help make sense of data and uncover important relationships that might otherwise be hidden. Geographic maps and graphs communicate information visually when words and numbers are simply not enough.

Extend reporting to the Web
The flexibility of Crystal Reports doesn't end with creating reports — your reports can be published in a variety of formats including Microsoft Word and Excel, E-mail and even over the Web. Advanced Web reporting lets other members of your workgroup view and update shared reports inside their web browser.

Incorporate reports into applications
Application and web developers can save time and meet their users needs by integrating the report processing power of Crystal Reports into their database applications. Support for most popular development languages makes it easy to add reporting to any application.

Cover the reporting needs of all your employees
Whether it's the web master in IT, the promotion manager in marketing, the database administrator in finance or the CEO, Crystal Reports is a powerful tool designed to help everyone analyze and interpret the information that’s important to them.

Manage your resources carefully
Small and midsize enterprises have limited IT resources and small IT budgets. Any initiative that requires deep IT expertise or a big IT budget becomes nearly impossible to fund and difficult to successfully execute. SAP believes that small enterprises should implement business intelligence in phases by starting with small steps, achieving success at it, and then building upon it. Such an approach provides for organizational learning on small budgets, where mistakes are not expensive.
1. You can access all data stored in different data sources and databases

2. You can filter, sort, rank, group, ... that data to extract knowledge relevant for your activities
3. You can present that data in different formats like tables, charts, maps, ...

4. You can create personalized reports starting from a blank page
5. You can fill-out forms in a pixel perfect manner

6. You can create ready to send invoices
7. You can create presentation slides

8. You can create reports with many pages
9. You can embed images

10. You can create every report format that you need
11. You can share your creations with others securely using SAP Crystal Server

12. You can schedule automated distribution of emails using SAP Crystal Server
13. Your corporate recipients can leverage your reports with our free Crystal Reports Viewer

14. You can also choose to send a static report as a pdf file
15. Try it for yourself with our SAP Crystal Reports 30 days free trial